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Although the Nissan Z is mostly an afterthought to modern car enthusiasts, this rear-drive
coupe still offers some thrills. Likewise, it can be a strong value compared with pricier sports
cars, even if it can't compete with their performance on and off the track. With a responsive hp
V-6 and nimble handling, the Nissan provides effortless fun. However, it has lower limits and
less refinement than more contemporary alternatives. The Z is also even farther along in the
aging process, with tired styling that is especially obvious on its interior. Every model is
missing a telescoping steering wheel, and some don't even offer a modern infotainment system.
While the Z will satisfy fans of its history and budget-minded buyers, the car needs a full
overhaul to be competitive again. For , Nissan doesn't really mix up the Z lineup. Fans of the
previously available convertible will be sad to hear that Nissan nixed the roadster for this model
year. However, the company commemorates the Z car's 50th anniversary with two
special-edition packages. Apart from some distinctive decals, unique paint-color combinations,
and additional features, the heritage-inspired packages are hardly transformative. Since the Z is
heavier than rear-drive rivals such as the Subaru BRZ and underperforms versus the Toyota
Supra , we think the best value is the Sport model. Its most notable standard features include a
limited-slip rear differential, upgraded brakes, inch wheels, and aerodynamic add-ons. Those
who want the optional automatic transmission are forced to get the more expensive Sport
Touring model. While that nets a leather interior and 7. Its only options are the 50th Anniversary
packages that add snazzier interior-trim pieces as well as heated, power-adjustable seats.
However, in our minds their two-tone paint jobs and tacky exterior decals are deal-breakers.
Every Z powers the rear wheels via a hp naturally aspirated 3. The engine responds quickly to
throttle inputs and makes sporty noises at higher revs. We tested one with the manual gearbox
and found it was easy to drive around town and quick to accelerate, even at highway speeds.
Unfortunately, its shifter lazily moved through the gates and relayed vibrations to our hands.
Those hoping to match the athleticism of smaller alternatives such as the Mazda Miata will be
disappointed. While the top-spec NISMO model is the most track-focused Z, it still can't match
the precision of most rival sports cars. Instead, the Z is easy to drive enthusiastically and comfy
enough to use daily. Its light steering effort and mediocre braking capability are hard to
overlook, but the Z's rear-drive configuration can be exploited to fulfill enthusiast's Tokyo Drift
fantasies. Fitted with the optional automatic transmission, the Z earns up to 19 mpg in the city,
according to the EPA. While its manual gearbox drops that number to 17 mpg, every Z is
expected to earn 26 mpg on the highway. We tested the stick-shift version on our mile
fuel-economy route that exceeded expectations and returned 29 mpg highway. The Z interior
design hasn't been updated in nearly a decade, but at least the space is well put together and
the controls are logically arranged. Still, it's hard to look past basic missing features such as a
telescoping steering wheel. The Z's cockpit remains comfortable and the seats are bolstered
enough to be supportive when tossing the car through turns. Interior cubby storage is largely
mediocre, and we managed to fit three carry-on bags behind the front seat, which is one less
than the Supra held. Expecting driver-assistance technology such as adaptive cruise control or
automated emergency braking? The Z eschews all of that in favor of an engaged driver. Nissan
gives the Z a competitive albeit unspectacular limited and powertrain warranty. Its lack of
complimentary scheduled maintenance is noticeable because rivals such as the Supra and the
Audi TT offer it. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian
and Eric Stafford. More Model Years. More on the Nissan Z. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From Nissan. The Good The Nissan Z delivers outstanding handling and
performance and has a reasonable fuel economy. Its available cabin tech includes hard
drive-based navigation and iPod support. The Bad With an automatic transmission, driving the
Z feels a little numb and lacks the excitement you get with the manual transmission version. The
Bottom Line The Nissan Z is a distinct-looking dedicated sports car that is a joy to drive,
especially when it is equipped with a manual transmission. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay
on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read.
Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. We were appalled when the
Nissan Z review car showed up in our garage equipped with an automatic transmission. This
generation Z is one of the best dedicated sports cars available, with the capability to pivot in a
corner like a ballerina en pointe, and having a six-speed-manual transmission makes the driving
experience visceral. If Nissan had included its navigation option on in the Z instead of leaving
the yawning empty storage compartment at the top of the dash, we would have understood. If
you're going to tone down the car's sporting character, Nissan might as well give it its latest
cabin tech. It was then that we realized Nissan may be trying to make a point about its automatic
transmission. Nissan gives Z buyers the automatic transmission for no extra cost, but that is
not a compelling reason to get it. When looking at the cars specs, two things caught our eye:
the automatic is a seven speed and it has a rev-matching downshift feature. After looking at the

column-mounted paddles, the same parts you find in the Nissan GT-R , we decided to give it a
chance. The Nissan Z is a short, wide car with a wheel base at a little larger than 8 feet and
width of 6 feet, giving it excellent cornering characteristics. Although weighing only 3, pounds,
Nissan powers it with a 3. The Z has a unique style, too, and looks like nothing else on the road.
The Nissan is a coupe with two doors and a hatchback, but no rear seat. It is also low to the
ground, which requires a little leg bending to get behind the wheel, but we didn't find it tortuous.
From the driver's seat, the hatchback's deeply slanted glass and the wide B-pillars compromise
your rear visibility. But with this car's speed, you should only worry about what's ahead. Driving
the Z with the automatic transmission initially felt numbing to us. In urban areas, we hoisted the
car around corners and performed the usual stop and go at every block, as dictated by traffic
lights, all while the transmission continually short-shifted, keeping the engine speed low. When
we put the hammer down on a freeway onramp, the car didn't feel as if it was giving us
everything it had. The V-6 engine has power to spare, but the transmission leaned toward fuel
economy instead of our desire for exhilarating speed. Part of the numb driving feel came from
the car's well-damped suspension. Instead of a typical sports car rough ride over city asphalt,
the Z delivers a very civilized experience, in keeping with its almost luxury cabin appointments.
It felt more composed and calm than it did fast and furious. The automatic transmission's short
shifting and seven gears lead to an expected bonus in fuel economy. According to its EPA
estimates, it should get 26 mpg on the highway. We got Bare cabin With the Z's stock cabin
tech--Nissan didn't include navigation or iPod support in our test car, just a basic Bluetooth
phone system and an MP3 compatible six-disc CD changer--we didn't want to spend much time
getting between points A and B. For one of our drives, we loaded three CDs into the Nissan's
changer, and realized how much we've grown to hate dealing with CDs in a car. Taking CDs out
of and putting them into their respective cases and the changer is a tedious task. Nissan makes
a very good navigation and entertainment system that is available for the Z. The optional system
stores maps on a hard drive, reacts quickly, and shows traffic information, with the option to
dynamically route around problems. You can also store music on the hard drive, and it includes
full iPod integration. As Nissan includes an eight-speaker Bose audio system standard with the
Z, it doesn't have an option to upgrade those. This system produces robust sound, which is
typical for Bose. Its bass is rich and satisfying; however, its clarity suffers a little. Driving the
car on into the winding roads of the Santa Cruz Mountains, we got our first taste of the sporting
nature of the automatic transmission. This transmission has two modes, automatic and manual,
with no sport automatic. We popped it into manual mode and started banging the car into turns.
Coming up on a right-hand turn, with a mountain on the passenger side and cliff across the lane
to our left, we slapped the column-mounted paddle, triggered the transmission to downshift to
second gear, and enjoyed auditory delight of hearing the engine revs getting poked up while the
transmission sloshes its way through the gear change. That behavior, that throttle blip, is
similar to what happens with the manual transmission's rev match feature, and it works the
same. The transmission's smooth gear changes kept the wheel speed even, ruling out any
upsetting behavior and let us push the car through the turn. With power spilling through the
rear wheels, keeping the torque locked with the limited slip, the car executes an excellent
rotation, which is the Z's reason for being. The pads provide easy solid stopping power and the
capability to apply modulation depending on the turn entry. However, the NISMO pads main
benefit comes in track driving, where they will stand up to frequent and heavy brake
work--public roads don't give you the opportunity to exploit them fully. Tapping the paddle
shifters through second, third, and fourth gears let us control the engine speed; however, the
experience is nothing like what you get with a manual or a dual-clutch manual transmission.
Each gearshift felt soft, keeping us insulated from car and road and didn't give us the full-blown
sports car experience we prefer. We're not sure who would opt for the automatic transmission
in the Z, but make ours a manual. In sum Although Nissan didn't equip our review car with its
available cabin tech, we have tested the company's navigation and entertainment systems in
other Zs and can attest to their usefulness. Based on our experiences, we give the Z an above
average score for its cabin electronics. Similarly, we have tested a Z with a manual transmission
and like that car's shift feel, along with the rev matching technology. The automatic
transmission wins a few tech points, too, but it isn't the best choice for sport driving.
Transmissions aside, the cars excellent handling and usable power from the engine earns the Z
an excellent score for performance tech. We also give the Z an excellent design rating, as we
particularly like the interface for the available cabin tech. It also gets points for the car's unique
styling that sets it apart from all other cars. April 27, a. Pricing Unavailable. Get Price. Cabin
tech 7. Performance tech 8. Design 8. Discuss: Nissan Z review: Nissan Z. Roadshow Nissan
Nissan Z. Photo gallery: Nissan Z. The Sport package adds Rays wheels and Nissan sport
brakes. The Nissan's automatic transmission has seven gears and uses them all to get better

fuel economy. The stock cabin tech includes a six-disc changer that plays MP3 files. Nissan
includes a stabilizer bar across the Z's shock struts to improve its handling. Spec box. Best
Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica. Discuss Nissan Z. Nissan's long-standing lineup of Z cars could
take a leap forward some time in the near future, if the Z Proto concept continues into
production with little in the way of changes. The Z Proto's twin-turbocharged V6 would be a
major departure from the traditional naturally six-cylinders that have powered Z cars since the Z
back in the early s, but it's an overdue development in today's era of torque monsters. Still, the
recipe of excellent weight distribution, rear-wheel drive, and manual transmissions should live
on â€”a recipe that makes all Z generations desirable to this day. That combo can be credited
with inspiring a Z rally build highlighted in a new holiday-themed video by the YouTube channel
Hoonigan AutoFocus. The car looks the business with all kinds of rally goodies, from the
requisite mud flaps and skid plates to high-profile tires, additional lights, and plenty of decals.
But Hoonigan AutoFocus host Larry Chen caught up with owner Chris Forsberg to take a deep
dive on the build, which was originally intended to appear at SEMA before the coronavirus
pandemic wrecked those plans. Forsberg is a professional drifter who races his Nissan Z on the
tarmac, so he knows all about the model's benefits as they could apply to getting sideways in
dirt and gravel. Some early clips look like a dirt-rally dreamlandâ€”and that's before the Grinch
and Jack from The Nightmare Before Christmas show up for some fun. Forsberg and Chen
discuss the inspiration found in the Nissan Heritage Museum in Zama, Japan , where some
original Datsun Z rally cars still reside. Following that up with some Google image searches,
Forsberg and team used the Z as the basis for their build, specifically focusing on the East
African Safari cars from the sâ€”all the way down to handles installed so a co-driver can help
push or pull the car out of sticky situations. In terms of power, the engine has only been
modified with upgraded air filters in the factory airbox and an aftermarket exhaust system, so
it's only pumping out around horsepower, which is all that's required when the tires can't find
traction. Michael Van Runkle grew up surrounded by Los Angeles car culture, going to small
enthusiast meets and enormous industry shows. He learned to drive stick shift in a Chevy
pickup with no first gear and currently struggles through LA traffic in a Audi TT 6-speed. These
days he mostly rides his bicycle in town and heads out to Malibu or the Angeles Crest Highway
for fun mornings in the canyons. He's written in various media since graduating from UC
Berkeley in Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Related Topics News. Michael Van Runkle
Articles Published Michael Van Runkle grew up surrounded by Los Angeles car culture, going
to small enthusiast meets and enormous industry shows. Here's What Scarlett Johansson
Drives. Biketoberfest Was Canceled But What About Biketoberfest ? There's no doubt about it,
even the most basic and purest cars are becoming more complicated as they get loaded up with
more technology. But there's one standout sports car that bucks that trend: the Nissan Z. It's
essentially stuck in a time warp from the previous generation and lacks many of the driver aids
and infotainment technology that can be found in even base-model economy cars these days.
But that doesn't mean we don't recommend the Z. Its V6 engine produces a healthy horsepower
and lb-ft of torque and comes with a direct-acting six-speed manual gearbox to send the power
to the rear wheels. A Nismo trim squeezes a bit more power out of the same engine hp and lb-ft.
But its improved suspension, aero, and wheels and tires are the real reasons to opt for this
factory-modified sports car. In the middle, the Sport model has more dynamic capability than
the base model, while the Sport Touring version adds luxury touches and some in-car
electronics. However, the Z is now in its 10th year of production. And other sports cars, such as
the Mazda MX-5 and Toyota 86, offer an even purer driving experience coupled with the benefits
of more modern engineering and design. On the other end of the spectrum, cars such as the
Ford Mustang and Chevrolet Camaro perform like a sports car but with a back seat and modern
electronics. Either way, all of these models instill the same passion for sports cars and driving.
The Nissan Z is a two-seat sports car available as a hatchback coupe that comes in base , Sport
, Sport Touring , and Nismo trims. All are equipped with a non-turbocharged 3. This engine
produces horsepower and lb-ft of torque, but the Nismo version bumps it up to hp and lb-ft. A
50th Anniversary Edition model based on the Sport is new for The base Z comes standard with
inch wheels, summer performance tires, automatic xenon headlights, LED running lights and
taillights, keyless ignition and entry, a rearview camera, cruise control, automatic climate
control, auto-dimming rearview mirror, four-way manual front seats, cloth upholstery, a
leather-wrapped tilt-only steering wheel, Bluetooth phone connectivity, and a six-speaker sound
system with a CD player and an auxiliary audio jack. Upgrade to the Sport coupe trim and you'll
get a limited-slip differential, upgraded brakes, a rev-matching downshift feature, inch wheels,
heated mirrors, chin and rear deck spoilers, and an eight-speaker Bose audio system. The Sport
Touring coupe trim loses the Sport's performance upgrades but adds leather and
simulated-suede upholstery, upgraded interior trim, a rear cargo cover coupe only , heated

four-way power-adjustable seats with adjustable lumbar for the driver , a 7-inch touchscreen
infotainment system, navigation, a USB port, voice controls, Bluetooth audio connectivity,
satellite radio, a media player interface, and the Bose audio system. The Z Nismo gets a more
powerful version of the standard 3. The Nismo also features unique aerodynamic body pieces,
Recaro sport seats, a simulated-suede-trimmed steering wheel, and the Sport Touring's various
upgraded electronics features, including the 7-inch touchscreen interface and navigation
system. For , the Nissan Z 50th Anniversary Edition is a special-edition model that takes the Z
Sport, removes the front lip and rear spoiler, and then adds unique graphics and two-tone paint.
Write a review. See all 4 reviews. Though they're both sport coupes, the GT-R is a supercar with
rear seats and a trunk, while the Z only seats two and has a hatchback. From a price
perspective, they don't compare at all, but both aim to satisfy the driver looking for a pure
driving experience. The GT-R just does it with electronics and mechanical systems, while the Z
keeps it simple. Both of these models feature unmistakable styling and come from a long
history of sports cars. But the Mustang features modern safety and infotainment equipment,
while the Z is using the same equipment as when it was totally new nearly 10 years ago. The
Mustang also gets the benefit of more choices regarding engines and options, though some
may prefer the simplicity of buying a Z. Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Mustang GT.
The Supra is all-new, and the amount of technology it comes with shows what it takes to stay
competitive in the sports-car segment. Still, the Z's powertrain is about on par with the Supra's
horsepower, though it is nearly 60 lb-ft down on torque. But the Toyota's lack of manual
transmission will put off some buyers. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through
aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in
our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior,
exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Z NISMO. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Nissan Z NISMO and all model years in
our database. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term
road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Nissan Z NISMO. Edmunds also provides tools to
allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior
features, exterior features, specifications, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds
expert review, safety rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and
they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's
true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep
the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Photos Select year - New. Other
years. Pros Sharp steering and precise handling Pure driving experience without excessive aids
and assists Cons Very loud with abundant road and engine noise Difficult to drive smoothly
Huge blind spots Base trim missing common standard features What's new 50th Anniversary
Edition, based on the Sport trim coupe, features revised graphics and trims and removes
spoiler and front lip Part of the sixth Z generation introduced for Long neglected by Nissan, the
Z might now appeal only to unrepentent enthusiasts who can look past and welcome the car's
idiosyncrasies and lack of refinement. Driving purity can be found less expensively in a Miata or
a BRZ. For power and real modernity, look to the Camaro and Mustang. The Z faithful will have
more luck with the Nismo model, a sharper version with choice aftermarket parts including
proper performance tires and better brakes. With a mph acceleration time of 5. The lack of a
limited-slip differential, however, reduces all-important initial grip, while the coarseness of the
powertrain makes accelerating and rowing through the gears a chore. Braking feels good at
least, as the pedal is firm, pleasant and easy to modulate, but some will find them grabby when
cold, and its mph stopping distance of feet is on the long side for a sports car equipped with

summer tires. Compared to the rest of the Z's heavy controls, its steering is oddly lightweight
and slightly numb on center. It has good accuracy, though, and the Z is easy to place on the
road. Small sport coupes aren't generally leaders in comfort, but the Z proves even more
challenging when it comes to settling in. The Z's seats are too firm and lack lumbar support,
making them disagreeable over longer distances. Climate controls are easy to figure out but are
too low on the center console, and the fan is loud at higher speeds. The Z's ride is one of the
few bright spots, and it's genuinely impressive with its ability to take the edge off of both large
and small bumps alike. But noise from the road goes straight into the cabin, as does engine and
geartrain noise. It's loud and it groans. There is something to be said for opting for a
straightforward and easy-to-use base-model sports car. But the Z lacks even basic equipment
such as a telescoping steering wheel, which makes finding an effective and comfortable driving
position particularly difficult. The cabin is otherwise acceptable on head- and legroom, but it's
narrow at the elbows. Because of the Z's low seating position, most will find exterior visiblity
challenging. The door sides and cowl are relatively tall, the rear window is small, and the rear
pillars are massive, making lane changes an act of faith. While basic can be good, the Z is
woefully outdated, with really no technology to speak of at this trim level. For a sports car,
there's some practicality to be had with the Z's hatchback configuration, but the layout could be
better. The trunk loses some space to the suspension configuration and, unless you buy an
optional cargo cover, everything is exposed under the rear glass. There is a small amount of
storage behind the front seatbacks. And if your Z doesn't have navigation, you'll get a small
cubby in the dash, but you should pack light. Surprisingly, there is one car seat anchor in the
cargo area behind the passenger seat. The seats aren't aggressively bolstered, but they still
probably won't fit well for most. On our mile evaluation loop, the Z returned Of course with a
heavier foot and some enthusiasm, mileage will drop into the teens. When optioned to compete
feature to feature with V8-powered coupes, the Z finds itself both outgunned and outclassed.
Build quality and materials are all adequate, but we noticed faint buzzing from the rear chassis
brace and some creaky leather trim on the shift knob. A tenet of sports cars is that they are fun
to drive. Some might be basic and pure while others are sophisticated and complex, but they
should excite and engage the driver. The aging Z struggles to excite and engage, and it
constantly reminds us of its compromises and lack of sophistication. To get the most sports car
for your buck, opt for the Z Sport. It only comes with a manual transmission but includes
Nissan's nifty SynchroRev Match feature, which automatically blips the throttle when
downshifting for smoother and easier gear changes. Opting for Sport also adds grippier tires
and brakes to improve cornering and braking. Read more. Find savings on the Z for sale near
you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Z lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Z. Most helpful
consumer reviews Write a review See all 4 reviews. Side Curtain Airbags Protects the head and
torso of occupants in a side impact. Front Airbags Protects occupants in the event of a front
collision. Nissan Z vs. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews.
The Edmunds experts tested the Z both on the road and at the track, giving it a 5. You probably
care about Nissan Z fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Z gets an EPA-estimated
20 mpg to 22 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Z has 6. And then there's
safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Nissan Z is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the Z. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare
the Z's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Nissan Z is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Z
and gave it a 5. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all
be factors in determining whether the Z is a good car for you. If you're interested in the Nissan
Z, the next question is, which Z model is right for you? Our Review Process This review was
written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Consider a broader
search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out Nissan lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict.
How does the Z drive? How comfortable is the Z? How economical is the Z? Is the Z a good
value? The Z is still wonderfully fun, despite its advancing years. See Available Cars. The Z has
been around for 10 years, while the 2 Series is about five years younger. The difference in
refinement and sophistication is marked. As for real-world speed, the Z can sprint from
standstill to 60 mph in five seconds, but the i is only 0. The i coupe also has useful luggage
space of Revised for , the Camaro is a direct rival to the Z. It comes with more standard
equipment than the Z, including a limited-slip differential, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
smartphone integration, navigation, and a Bose audio system Those items are optional in the Z,
except for smartphone integration, which is unavailable. The sprint to 60 mph is comparable,
the Chevy crossing the line only 0. And even the more affordable version with a hp four-cylinder

engine is still a seriously fun machine. See Available Camaro Cars. Admittedly, the Challenger
is not as sharp-handling as a Z. Nor is there a convertible version. That means hp and lb-ft of
torque from a displacement of 5. See Available Challenger Cars. Previous iterations of the
Mustang offered a V6 engine, but the range is propelled either by a turbocharged 2. The
Mustang is an icon. Despite all the history, though, the current model drives like the totally
modern machine it is. A limited-slip differential is standard, along with a launch control in
versions with the manual transmission. The turbo four is able to send the car to 60 mph in 5.
See Available Mustang Cars. Yes, we realize the apparent folly in recommending a front-drive
compact hatchback as one of 10 Nissan Z competitors to consider, but the Type-R is a special
case. It has one of the most powerful turbocharged 2. It will scoot to 60 mph in five seconds.
The other bit of bad news might be its manic styling, but the Z is hardly a wallflower. Nor does
the 5. This is one of the most poised and engaging cars to drive, a treat for the rookie and the
expert alike. Make a point of test-driving this car. And the John Cooper Works is the most
driver-centric Mini there is. The suspension is race-car stiff, but that contributes to making this
one of the absolute best-handling front-drive cars on the planet. If the ride is really too
unforgiving, an adaptive suspension is among the options. See Available Z Cars. Think about it.
It's a compact sedan whose standard all-wheel drive system and handling abilities have been
honed and toned in the motorsport arena. The hp turbocharged engine is set into a flat-four
configuration, enabling a low center of gravity. Those things are as popular with enthusiasts as
flat tires. The sprint to 60 mph happens in 5. Admittedly, the flat-four engine only serves up hp,
but the main point of the 86 is to bring a raw, no-frills experience. For young drivers getting to
grips with rear-wheel drive and a manual transmission, this is ideal. For aspiring racers, the 86
has enough cargo space for a set of wheels and a basic toolbox. Drive to the track, swap on the
racing rubber, do some hot laps, put the road tires back on, and drive home. Sounds like a day
well spent. The more affordable Golf GTI might seem underpowered in comparison to the Z, with
hp going to the front wheels. But the GTI is such a complete, well-rounded package. The
almost-premium cabin is quiet and comfortable enough for a long road trip, yet the front seats
are still supportive through the curves. And that amount of power is perfectly adequate for
public roads, even if the sprint to 60 mph takes 6. This car could be far more bearable over the
long term than a Z. Cheap Sports Cars for Some content provided by and under copyright by
Autodata, Inc. March 29, By Colin Ryan. Build and Price a New Car. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. The Nissan Z is their heir to a legacy that dates back to the Datsun Z , which
helped save the small, affordable sports car during the dark days of the s. But Nissan may be
spending too much time looking back, and not enough time looking ahead. The
current-generation Z debuted roughly a decade ago, making it positively ancient by industry
standards. To find out, we took to the streets of California in a Z Heritage Edition coupe. A Z
Roadster convertible is available as well. The Z has been on sale for a long time without major
changes, and it shows. The interior is full of the kinds of hard plastic trim pieces automotive
journalists love to complain about, and that have been banished from the cabins of most other

production cars over the past decade. At least our Heritage Edition test car was livened up a bit
by yellow trim to match the Chicane Yellow exterior. The cloth seats were also comfortable, and
featured enough bolstering to keep the driver in place while slinging the Z around an autocross
course. Instrumentation is fairly basic by current standards. In a sports car ostensibly built
purely to enjoy driving, we actually found the lack of distractions quite refreshing. But buyers
prioritizing in-car tech will have to look elsewhere. The interior is full of the kinds of hard plastic
trim pieces automotive journalists love to complain about. For a two-seat sports car, the Z is
decently roomy. It offers slightly more headroom, legroom, and hip room than the Subaru BRZ
and Toyota 86 coupes, although those twins do offer a fraction more shoulder room. While
philosophically different, the Ford Mustang, Chevrolet Camaro, and Dodge Challenger also offer
two-door looks and sporty character, with more cargo space and rear seats that may be
tolerable for passengers on short trips. You buy it for the way it drives. But Nissan tried to split
the difference with the Z. The Z arrives on set packing more power than the average small
sports car. Its 3. The 2. The Fiat and Mazda offer even less. The driving experience is pure
sports car, with quick steering, minimal body roll, and snappy acceleration. We sampled the
manual, which gets a new Exedy clutch for that Nissan claims improves feel. Clutch modulation
was indeed pretty smooth, and the shifter had nice, short throws, if a bit imprecise. Nissan also
offers SynchroRev Match, which blips the throttle to smooth out downshif
2011 ford escape stereo upgrade
1991 ford lightning
wiring diagram for 4 wire ceiling fan switch
ts. The downside is a stiff ride that introduces lots of vibration into the cockpit. The Nissan Z
coupe gets an EPA-rated 21 mpg combined 18 mpg city, 26 mpg highway with the manual
transmission. Automatic models improve by 1 mpg in the combined and city categories. The
NISMO also gets a bump of 18 hp and 6 lb-ft of torque, for hp and lb-ft in total, plus sportier
exterior and interior styling elements. The Nissan Z is an automotive fossil. Despite its faults,
the Z should definitely be on the shopping list of any serious sports-car buyer. The best thrillers
on Hulu right now. The 58 best movies on Hulu right now. The 55 best movies on Amazon Prime
right now. Future cars: The best upcoming cars worth waiting for. From battlefields to suburban
driveways, this is the history of Jeep. Camry vs. What is a hybrid car, and how does it work?
The fastest cars in the world. Nissan has a cool idea to make remote working truly remote. This
Tesla video manages to make battery production look cool.

